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C3HAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the study
Few studies have been made of the relationship that exists
between the social and environmental factors and the malad-
justment as it is seen in the Child Guidance Clinics. This
study was undertaken to seek some significant factors in
these cases which could be found through research. It has
been common knowledge for years amongst the professions con-
cerned with child behavior that a child's adjustment to every
day life is affected by the way his physical and emotional
life reacts to the external stimuli of common activities and
that maladjustment in the former leads to maladjustment in
the latter. There is, therefore, an unfavorable cycle of
activity. Thus the problem again stated is to determine what
In the social and environmental life contributes to the physi-
cal and emotional maladjustment.
With this problem as a focal point for the project, the
writer has studied sixty cases of children referred to the
Child Guidance Clinics of the Division of Mental Hygiene.
The study alms to throw light on the Many contributory factors
of this group's maladjustment and to discover Aether there
is a pattern of environment which is common to each of the
personality patterns studied. Some attempt will be made to

show how the oases reacted to treatment by giving some statis-
tic a on the condition of the oases at closing. This evalua-
tion Is difficult to verify, as there Is no follow-up study,
but will be merely a subjective evaluation as to what the
ollnlc felt had been accomplished In relieving the problem,
Soope
All the cases were full-service oases which were opened
eometlme within the period between 1935 and all have
been closed, with the exception of ten now carried by the
writer as a student social worker. These ten oases were In-
cluded so that the writer might evaluate the completeness of
the written records used In the study. The cases were selec-
ted from all oases referred during that time with particular
emphasis being placed on personality patterns, I.e., the
oases were selected so that they would be evenly divided be-
tween aggi»e8slve and passive personalities, because these are
the two patterns seen In the clinics. The writer wishes to
emphasize that they were not selected because of any social
or environmental factor but were Indiscriminately chosen If
they would Illustrate the personality pattern.
The project was outlined and a schedule, which was used by
the Division of Mental Hygiene in previous studies, was re-
vised to Incorporate the numerous social and environmental

factors as well as the personality patterns which are found
In the case histories. These schedules were mimeographed and
the writer examined each record closely and checked an indivld-l-
uaI schedule for each case noting those factors which appeared
in the history. The schedules were then coded on an Indirld**
ual Powers Punch Card and run through a Powers Sorting Maohln«
to extract the statistics found.
The records used in this study were compiled by trained
case workers and are considered to measure to adequate stan-
dards .
c#
CHAPTER II
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION OP THE
CHILD GUIDANCE CLINICS
History
The Massaohusetts Divlaion of Mental Hygiene is a division
of the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health, It had its
beginning directly after World War I in the knowledge of the
growing need for preventive measures to combat the overwhelm-
ing problem of mental illness. The Division was organized in
1922, under the direct supervision of the Department of Mental
Diseases, now known as the Department of Mental Health. Doc-
tor Douglas A. Thom, first director of the Division, and Dooto:
Oeorge M. Kline, Commissioner of the Department, were the two
men who contributed most to the development of the Division.
The Legislature in 1922 empowered the Commissioner of Mental
Diseases to delegate authority to the Director of the Division
to Investigate all matters having to do with or affecting the
mental health of the people of the Commonwealth by the enact-
ment of Chapter 519 of the Public Law. This act was not re-
strictive in any way but allowed for full research into the
field of medicine and the multitudinous factors leading to
mental illness; further, this information was to be put to
j
the best use to benefit all the people of the state.
I
It is evident that Massachusetts again pioneered in the

5field of mental Illness as it was the first state to reoog-
nlze by the enactment of Public Law the Importance of mental
hygiene. The authority for establishing the present Child
CJuldanoe Clinics comes from Section 13A of this law which
states that, '•It may also establish, foster, and develop
out-patient olinioa".*^
Ag the study is primarily oonoeimed with the Child CSul-
dance Clinics, the history will be limited to this phase of
the Division of Mental Hygiene. Doctor Douglas Thorn, the
first director of the Division, was director of the first
"habit" clinic formed in Boston in 192I. This was a privately
sponsored clinic and handled babies with undesirable habits.
s?^hen the Division was established, Dr. Thorn unofficially in-
oorporated his clinic but it was not until the following year,
1923, that the Habit Clinics for pre-school children were
established. Although the clinics were for pre-school ohil-
dron, in ft short while they were catering to a Isu^ge percent-
age of grammar school ohildi-en. This was quite natural be-
cause of the fact they were the only resource for the treat-
ment of ''problem ohilOron'* in many communities. In I939
cei*tain restrictions were placed as to the age range, setting
a limit, through the age of fourteen, at which children could
b0 accepted for study and treatment. At this time, too, the
1 Douglas A. Thorn, "The First State Division of Mental
Hygiene
"
, Bulletin of Massachusetts Dep *
t
. of Mental Diseasea>
April 193^, P. b2.
c
6name of the olinlos was changed to the present form of Child
Guidance Clinics.
Organization
The Massachusetts Child Guidance Clinics are organized
particularly for educational purposes. They are offered to
I
emotionally maladjusted children as a means of Inducing com-
;
munltles to recognize the need and benefits that arise and
I
I
thereby to form clinics under their own Initiative. Because
i of this, the Division clinics do not completely service the
entire state.
During the period from I922 to the present, there have been
some twenty-one clinics established. These are not all con-
tinuing to the present. As previously stated, they are educa-
tional In purpose so that they are closed for one of two rea-
sons; the Division withdraws a clinic either because the
community i^ecognlzes the need and establishes Its own clinic
from community resources, or because there Is lack of Interest
•
Whenever a clinic Is closed, the personnel Is usually trans-
ferred to a new area to again carry out their plan of treat-
ment and education.
At present, there are six Child CJuldance Clinics operating
either entirely or partially under the Division. They are
I the Clinic a at:
1. Brockton School Department
2. Lowell
3. Qulnoy
c
Springfield
5. West End Health Unit
6. Woroester
The cllnios at Springfield and Worcester are partially
financed by their oommunities and give full-time servioe.
The cliniofl at Quinoy and Brookton meet tiro day« weekly and
those at Lowell and West End a half day veelsOy.

CHAPTER III
OmANIZATIOK OP CLINIC PERSONNEL
WITHIN THE CLINICS
Distribution of Personnel
At present, there are three payoMatrists who are dis-
tributed throughout four olinios in a double-duty role; that
Is that one psycbiatrist may service more than one clinic.
There are four psychologists and six social workers and, in
certain clinics, therapists in speech and reading difficulties.
In the Quinoy clinic, there is an occupational therapist.
Types of Servloes Rendered
A case is called full-service when intensive treatment is
warranted and a full social history is obtained from the
parents and other related individuals. A psychometric examina-
tion is given the child. Therapy is carried out by the mem-
bers of the staff under the direction of the psyoMatrist
Hith the child and others who are concerned with the child.
There are cases where there is not to be intensive treat-
ment and only as much information is obtained as is needed to
guide the clinic staff. These are usually diagnostic cases,
referral cases, or those children with certain types of
speech defect, or finally, those oas?s that are to be of
short duration.
I
The olinlo team
Each olinlo Is oomposed of a psyohlatrlst
,
psyohologlst
,
and psychiatric soolal worker. In some oases, there are addi-
tional members such as speech therapists, occupational thera-
pists and reading therapists. However, the basic team la mad*
up of the first three.
The social worker has the first contact with the case, in
the referral inteirvlew in which the patient's pertinent data
is obtained. Hhrery case accepted is registered with the Social
Service Index. On the child's first visit, he is seen by the
psyohlatrlst and the psychologist. Then the psychiatrist In-
tai^lews the parent or parents after having received whatever
pertinent data the social worker may have. After these initial
interviews, the members of the staff have a discussion to de-
termine the type of service to be rendered. If full service
is to be given, the social worker then proceeds to obtailn a
full social history from whatever sources are deemed advisable
J
The psychiatrist carries on or directs all treatment. The
soolal worker concentrates on carrying out the psychiatrist's
recommendations In relation to environmental change; the
social worker attempts to clarify and interpret the clinic
function and to offer help to the client in working throu^
hie probl^fls; the social worker helps the family of the child
in every area possible other than direct psychiatric treatment

CHAPTER IV
DEFINITIONS
Home
Xm Adequate Home :
That home which provides at least a minimum physical re-
quirement for shelter, food and clothing, as Judged by stand-
ards of society.
2, Inferior Home :
That home which falls below the social standards for
adequate home and exposes the child to cold, hunger, unsuit-
able living quarters and inadequate clothing,
3» Superior Home :
That home which is of a luxurious physical nature with
expensive appointments and exceptional conveniences for the
oare of the child.
Neighborhood
1. Averapce Neighborhood ;
That neighborhood where standards of decent living are
maintained and the child has facilities for social and rec-
reational activities,
2. Poor Neighborhood :
That neighborfiood where the child is exposed to immoral
and unhygienic conditions, where he has inadequate play
i
spaoe, and where gang activities are in evidence.
3. Superior Neighborhood :
That neighborhood where there is exceptional oonuniinlty
solidarity and well equipped, well supervised play areas,
either private or public.
Economic Status
1. |>ependent :
Where there is insufficient money for the necessities of
life and aid is received from a source other than earnings
or personal income.
2. Marginal :
Where there is sufficient income for the necessities of
life, bat no surplus to meet any adverse circumstances, suoh
as illness, unemployment » etc.
3. Comfortable :
Where there la sufficient income for the necessities of
life and some luxuries plus the security of resources to meet
adverse situations.
Parent
gf
The parents were classified into two general groups,
€
namely, adequate and Incompetent. They were not Judged by
their vocational, intellectual, or social capabilities but
rather whether the parents were satisfactorily fulfilling
their parental role. The parents in the parental role have
the responsibility of providing suitable human relationships
for their child and an atmosphere of security, harmoney,
love, protection and encouragment
.
The malad.1usted ohiX^
The maladjusted child for the purposes of this study,
is that child whose behavior presents symptoms of undesir-
able emotioiial attitudes which h^^^ve caused concern to the
l^ersons with whom he is closely associated (as family, teach-
•ra, public authorities, physicians, clergy, etc) to such
an extent that they have turned to trained experts for ad-
Tioe. His maladjustment may be in any one of a number of
different areas such as social, scholastic, or sexual.
The charaoteristioe of the passive and aggressive per*
eonalities of the maladjusted children reviewed in this
study will be presented in the following chapter, Chapter V,
Since the characteristics of these two types of personality
are accepted "adjectives" descriptive of the passive and

aggressive type of oblia, then they were not Inoluded under
Definitions but were rather listed In Table VI (page 27).
ff
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CHAPTER V
STATISTICAL FrNMNM
A study of the homes In which the patients lived at the
time of the referral revealed that of the sixty oases studied,
four were from superior homes, forty-seven from adequate homes
and nine from inferior homes. Of the nine inferior homes,
six were also found to be ill-kept and one was found to be
crowded. Of the total cases studied, there were three in
which a language other than English was spoken.
The neighborhood followed much the same pattern with four
oases coming from a superior neighborhood, forty-two from an
average neighborhood, and fourteen from a poor neighborhood.
Of the fourteen poor neighborhoods, two were considered
delinquency areas.
Economically, the study revealed that the greater number of
cases were at least of a marginal economic level with twenty-
two oases of a comfortable economic situation, twenty-eight
marginal, and only ten oases were dependent upon agencies for
support. In four cases, the mother worked.
It seined that a study of the marital situation mi^t re-
veal some significant findings. Table I shows the findings.
It may be noted from the table that in forty percent of the
cases there was a broken home in i«iiich the child may not have
had real security. It is also shown that in all cases except

two vhere the real parent or parents vere out of the home
(beoause of other factors such as desertion, separation,
dlvoroe, Illegitimacy, death, etc.) there was a parent sub-
stitute in the fom of a foster, step, or adoptive parent.
There were in the group fourteen foster, step, or adoptive
fathers and eight foster, step, or adoptive mothers so that in
fifty-eight cases of the total sixty oases studied we had two
parent figures in the home.
The category "Father's work keeps him out of home** la not,
properly speaking, a marital situation, but it may have an
effect upon the marital situation and also upon the development
of the child, tt has been included, therefore, in the marital
situation.
In the family relationship, we considered the family that
the child was in at the time of referral, whether it was his
own parents or parent substitutes. It was found that in
thirty-seven oases, it was considered that marital oonfliot
existed, in twenty-one oases there was marital harmony, and in
two oases there was an indifferent relationship. Of the
thirty-seven oases of oonfliot, there were eight oases In which
there were several quarrels with violence. Of the thirty-seven
oases of conflict, too, tiiere were five oases in which the
family was divided; i.e., where the children were aligned wildi
one parent against the other. Of the twenty-one cases of
marital harmony there were three oases with perfectionist
parents. An appalling feature of this particular part of the

study revealed that In five oases the patient expressed hatred
for a parent or parents*
TABLE X
MARITAL SITUATION IN SIXTY CASES STUDIEP
IN THE DIVISION OP MENTAL HYGIENE
Marital Situation Number of Cases
Both oim parents in home
Poster or adoptive parents
In the home
Step-parent
One parent In the home
Total
56
7
6o
other Factors
Forced marriage
Illegitimacy
Separated, Divorced
Desertion
Death
Both parents continually at home
Father* a work keeps out of home
Total
Number of Instances
7
5
r
3
3
3«
In the study of the relationship that existed between the
child and his iimnedlate family significant figures may be
f1
€
17
foimd as Is shown in Table II*
TABLE IZ
THE FAMILY-CHILD RELATIONSHIP IH SOtXTY CA3E3
STUDIED IN THE DIVISION OP MEJITAL HSHENE
Relationship Number of Instanoea
Family Confliot
Sibling OonfUot 3|
One parent favors i
Rejeotlon
Kegleoted §
Father rejects m
Mother rejects J
Both reject f
Over-pro tectlon
Over-protected %%
Kept dependent J
Indulged 1%
It will be noted that in this table and in following tables
and in statements of statistical findings that many times the
total results do not correspond to the number of cases used
in the study, slardy . The explanation for this is that where
the total is less than sixty, the material in the eas* historie
was not sufficient to allow the writer to make an evaluation
of the partioTxlar area being studied; where the total is in
excess of sixty, it was possible for more than one attitude
(i.«., sibling conflict and rejection, as in Table II) to be
evidenced by a single case.
•
r
It may be noted from the figures In Table II that the
children lacked security and stability In their family rela-
tionships from the thlrty-slx Instances of family conflict,
thirty-four Instances of rejection and forty-four Instances of
over-proteotlon
.
A study of the discipline Imposed as recorded In the case
histories Is quite Interesting Insofar as It shows there are
some predominant factors. These are that the discipline was
Inconsistent and Ineffectual as can be seen by tti@ following:
In four Instances there was no supervision of the patient
either due to neglect or overindulgence, In twenty-two the
discipline was Inconsistent, In seven It was good. In thirty-
nine It was Ineffectual, and In nine there was conflict be-
tween the parents over the disciplining of the patient. Of the
sixty cases, it was found that there were thirteen Instances
of severe rigid discipline, thirteen of corporal punishment
and eight of severe beatings.
The children reacted to this punishment with twenty-five
Instances of defiance, six of fear and in one Instance a
aorvous reaotloa was evid^noed.
The age of the children studied showed a wide scatter
through the ages of five to fifteen. The average age was
eight years.
The intelligence quotient, as would be expected from the
standards of the clinics fell within normal limits, with a
tQM thlrly-o^Pttr cases of the alxl^ •PA^ng id^n tJM|
ci
90 - 110 olass. The average Intelligence Quotient fell into
the 100-109 grouping as may be seen in Table III.
TABLE III
THE INTELLIGENCE QHJOTIENT OP SIXTY CASES
STUDIED IN THE DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE
Intelligence Quotient Ntuaber
70-79 2
gO-«9 *^
90-99 12
100-109 22
110-119 12
120-129 *
Over 130 8
Unlmonn $
Total 60
It is found from an examination of the cases that there vert
certain pertinent factors concerning t^e siblings. As was
stated earlier in Table II, there were thirty oases of sibling
rivalry but this becomes more significant when it is noted in
Table IV that in seven oases the patient was an only child so
that the oases in which sibling rivalry was possible were
reduced to fifty-three.
Of these siblings, it was found that ninety-one of the total
c
Ill were classed as normal, fourteen as behavior problems,
two as delinquents, one as defective, oneabnormal and two were
luiovn to the clinics for enuresis and nervous tics.
HABLE IT
LIVING SIBLINGS OF SIXTY PATIENTS STUDIED IN
THE DIVISION OP MENTiiL HSQIENE
Siblings in Family Number of Families Number of Siblings
0 7 0
1 25 25
2 16 32
3 3 9
16
5 3 15
$ 0 0
7 2 ii^
totals 60 TIT
A study was done of the parents and some interesting facts
noted. Fourteen fathers were war veterans. Twelve mothers
were considered overburdened. Three fathers and one mother
were deadw Two fatiiers and four mothers were mental defect-
ives. Fifteen fathers and twenty<-one mothers were considered
neurotic and unstable. Seven fathers and no mothers were
considered alcoholics. Six fathers and five mothers were
considered immoral. Foixr fathers and one mother were considered

dtXlnquent. Twelve fathers and 9i^t aothero had a physioaX
diaablllty vhloh lapalred their activity. Four fathers and
three mothers were felt to be tmeoolable. Bight fathers and
fifteen mothers bad unhappy ohlldhooda. Eleven fathers and
sixteen mothers were felt to worry to such an extent that
relationships were affected. Ten fathers and six mothers were
oonsidered IrresDonslble. Eighteen fathers and eleven mothers
were irritable*
With the above facts in mind, and also from the total
history tha writer evaluated the adequacy or incompetency of
the parents in relation to Ihe definition of a parent given
in Chapter XV, Chart X shows the results of this evaluation*
0H4Ef X
CLA3SXFX0ATXOH OF SXXTX CASES 37UDXSD XH tHS
pxvxaxQN or msktal hxcsens
45
3a
Father Hothar L,g«.4- ito:S^e?a„t5
Q
Of the total sixty cases three fathers and one mother
were unknown and oould not be evaluated. Of the ll6 known
parents, It ean he noted that seventy-seven were deemed
Incompetent. This may show that the children in this study
laoked the guidance of parents idao oould supply adequate
human relationships, seoiirity, love, understanding, protection
and encouragement.
the foster, step and adoptive parents were also evaluated
and seven fathers and six mothers were considered adequate
and seven fathers and two mothers were considered Incompetentv
It would seem that serious illness or poor health would be
'
a large factor in any study of this sort, but actually little
of significance was unearthed. There were six instances
of abscessed ears, tondll(i or thros^ts; one of undiagnosed higli
fever, foia» of serious accident, one of serious operation,
eight of eye defects, two of speech defect, and one of ear
defect.
Significantly, trauma did appear with a certain personality
pattern, but this will be dealt with later.
As school is such a strong environmental and social factor,
it, too, was Included in this study. It was found that the
school worker In forty-one oases was poor. In eleven cases
average, in three eases excellent. Of the remaining five cases
two had never atteaded school because they were of pre-sohool
age; while two were excluded for school behavior, and one was

removed by hep mother to work.
It was foiind that of the forty-one cases which showed poor
school work, tventy-elght were la normal grade plnoetaent, and
thirteen were retarded (seven for one year, three for two
years, and three for three years, with tm of these latter
In special classes.) Of the three children doing excellent
work, two were placed a grade above their age and one was In
the normal grade for his age.
The attitude toward aohool was reflective of tlie work as It
was shown that of tlie forty-four cases which could be evaluated
thirty-three children expressed dislike for schooli six enjoyed
aohool and five were indifferent, The children responded to
the school discipline with twenty instances of unruliness,
seven of defiance and three of fear. In el^t oases, the
histories revealed that the teacher showed a poor attitude
toward the patient.
!She problems referred and revealed showed a wide scatter^
with the larger classifications in school adjustment and
social adjustment as might be expected from the predominant
source of referrals | namely, the school, home, and police.
The total referred and revealed problems are shown in Table V.
The results upon dosing lndl.cate scmewhat the work ^hat
the dinios accomplished. The enumeration of the results of
treatment includes the ten active cases i^ich the writer
evaluated upon his knowledge of the situation. Of the flfteei*
c
oases olosed unimproved, eight were beoause of an Irremediable
situation, one because the patient was unable to attend, and
six beoause of rejection of treatment. Of the forty-five
oases olosed Improved, there were thirteen Instances of a
satisfactory recovery, thirteen In which the patient's attltudt
Improved, nine In which the patient symptomatlcally Improved,
seven In which the parental attitude Improved, and five In
which the situation contributing to the maladjustment Improved*
These figures showing the results of treatment total to sixty-
two which can be explained by the fact that two cases Improved
In more than one area.
This study, as It was originally undertaken, undertook to
show significant differences In the social and environmental
pattern of the aggressive type of personality and the passive
type of personality. Ag the study developed, It was noted
that they formed a slmlleir framework and that few environmental
factors distinguished the aggressive from the passive, but In
the area of emotional experiences essential differences which
may be significant were found.
The writer. In determining a criteria, used the following:
There are certain adjectives, as are given In Table VI,
which are commonly used by social workers In describing a
passive or aggressive personality. The writer consulted other
studies to determine the validity of the adjectives, and It
was found that these studies had accet^ted than as valid
2k

25
adjectives for the description of personalities. The writer
determined that if these were the characteristic personality
traits of the passive and aggressive personalities and that
if he compared the personalities of tbe sixty oases studied
to this criteria, then he could determine the personality
types. The writer stated in the Method of Study in Chapter I,
that the oasee were chosen to show an equal number of passive
and aggressive personalities. The selection of oases used
in this study was made by the trained social workers and
aupervlsors in the agency who had known the oases personally.
The writer then applied the cases to the criteria and
determined which oases showed passive personality oharaoter-
istios and which oases showed aggressive personality character**
istlcs.
Zt was found that the passive and aggressive personalities
are oharacterized by certain predominant traits which were
found in the greater percentage of the cases. These predominant
Oharaoterlstios are given in Table 71.
Vhat faetors can be seen in this study that might contribut*
to the formation of the various personality patterns?
Zt seemed that parental attitude might be significant.
Chart ZZ illustrates the results of the findings.
Zt can be seen from this ohart that there may be significant
factors in the development of the aggressive personality.
Zt was found that there were more Instances of rejection in
the oases of the aggressive personalities than in the oases of

al
;
the passive personal 1ties especially on the part of the father.
Also it was indicated that there were six Instances of favor-
itism in the case of the aggressive as compared to none for
the passive.
TABLE 7
PROBLEMS REFERRED AND REVEALED IN SIXTY CASES STUDIED IN
THE DIVISION OF MENTAL HXCHENE
1 1 ,1 I. . 1 I, . I. . 1 1 N
Problem Referred Revealed
Thumb sucking 2
Nail biting 1
Food oapriciousness X
Sleep disturbance 1
Enuresis 9
Soiling X
Temper tantrum* 3
Sex play X
Sax MeT*loufl'WWW WtvX JkVMB •»
Masturbation X
Stealing 7
Lying 5
Fire setting 8
Retardation X
School behavior o
School adjuslanent 19
Non-reader 3
Truanting $
Speech defect 6
Social adjustment 12
Discipline 7
Court i
Other JL6
Totals 123
1
13
I
5
1
1
2
16
16
3
a
3
20
a .
r
87
TABLE VI
CHIEF PERSONALITY C5HARACTERI3TIC3 OP SIXTY CASES
STUDIED IN THE DIVISION OF MENTAL HYGIENE
Aggressive Passive
Disobedient Immature
Quarrelsome Shy
LlXes to Annoy Cries Easily
Shovoff Sensitive
Stubborn Easily Teased
Hyperac tlve Fearful
Jealous Secluslve
Irritable Over Affeotionati
Excitable Unable to Defend
Destmictive Over (Generous
Again in the family->ohild relationship Chart III shows some
essential differences which may be significant as contributory
factors in the formation of the passive personality.
It was found that of the sixty cases studied some form of
overprotection was indicated in thirty-three instances in the
passives as compared to eleven instances in the aggressives.
In the study of the parents attitude toward the patient it
was found that there were eight instances in ^ich the
aggressives expressed hate as compared to none in the passives.

CHART II
PARENTAL ATTITUDE IN THIRTY PASSIVE CASES VS. THIRTY
Aa(2lE3SIVE CASES STUDIED IN THE
DIVISION OP MENTAL HYGIENE
2«
4 4
^ 3
Mother rejects Father rejects Both reject
Scale: lA" per instance Legend:
^
—
j
Aggressive
I I
Passive
In the above it can be seen that among the passive
personalities there Is a preponderance of overproteotion,
indulgence, and dependence. It is found that hate for the
parent or parents is expressed only by the aggressives. It
might be said that the family that overprotects the child,
destroys his initiative so that he cannot relate himself to
hifl associates. It might also be said that the child feels
the parental attitude and relationship and reacts strongly to

pimlflhlng situations as may be evidenced by the hate for the
parent expressed by the aggressive personalities.
The final area that may be significant as a contributory
factor is that of trauma. In the histories of the aggressive
personalities there were thirteen instances of trauma and in
the passives only three instances of trauma. Of the sixteen
instances of trauma In the oases of the aggressives, there
vere three instances of change of home as compared to none
for the passives; there were three instances of the aggressive
personalities being ashamed of their home as compared to one
for the passive personalities; there were two instances of
separation from the family among aggressive s as compared to
none for the passives; there was one instance of a loss of
parent as compared to none for the passives; there were two
instances of serious sex trauma as compared to none for the
passives. (These sex traumas consisted of overt homosexual
attacks.) Amongst the aggressives, there were two instances
of serious accident resulting in the patient's being ashamed
of his appearance. Among the passives, there were two in-
stances in which the patient lost his mother by reason of
oommitment to a mental institution.
In summarielng the points in this chapter, it can be seen
that the sixty children came from adequate homes in an
average neighborhood, and from families with at least a
marginal economic situation.
I
The children studied were of nca?mal intelligence. The
average family consisted of 2.08 siblings, and, in fifty
percent of the cases, sibling rivalry was present.
The marital situation shows tiiat there was a high degree of
insecurity with twenty-two foster, step, or adoptive parents
noted in the sixty cases. In fifty-eight of the sixty cases,
there were two -oarent figures in the home; while In the other
two cases there was one parent figure in either home.
There was marital conflict in sixty-two percent of the
oases; while thirty-five percent of the cases showed marital
harmony, and three percent indifferent relationships.
Thirty-seven of fifty-seven fathers, and forty-five of
fifty-nine mothers were deemed Incompetent. Of the total
sixty cases, three fathers and one mother were unknown and
could not be evaluated.
In the area of parental authority, it was found that there
were twenty-two cases of inconsistent and thirty-nine cases of
Ineffectual discipline. There were thirty-four cases of rigid
severe discipline which included corporal punishment and
beatings. Twenty-five children reacted to the rigid parental
authorltiy with defiance, six with fear, and in one case a
nervous reaction was evidenced.
It was found that in seventy-three percent of the cases
there was some evidence of over-protectionj while In fifty
percent of the oases rejection was evidenced.
f
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Serious lllnesa or a physical defect was noted In twenty-
four Instances In the sixty cases.
It was shown that In forty-one of the sixty oases there was
evidence of poor school work; while In thirty-three of sixty
oases the children expressed a dislike for school.
Clinic contact resulted In seventy-eight percent of the
oases being discharged with some Improvement shown; twenty-
two percent evidencing no Improvement.
Althou^ the study was originally Intended to show essential
difference In the social and environmental situation of the
passive and aggressive types of personality, it was found that
their backgrounds paralled each other closely except in a few
areas. These are the areas of over-protection, rejection,
and psychic traumas which will be interpreted in Chapter VII.
(I
CHAPTER VI
ILLUSTRATIVE CASE SITUATIONS
The writer ohose for his studies two oases that best illu8«»
trated the oommon factors found in each of the personality
types. In tliis presentation the writer is showing by an ex-
ample the case history pattern that exists both in an aggress-
ive personality and in the passive personality. The purpose,
therefore, is to give the bare figures seen in Chapter V a
basis in a reality situation and permit the reader to see
what facts were available to t^e writer in the case histories*
Case 1 - Lawrence L .
Lawrence was a nine-year-old boy, the oldest of two sib-
lings, with an I. C^. of 100, %dio was referred for school adjust*
ment, thumb sucking and inferiority feelings.
Family
The family consists of the father, mother, patient and
brother.
Home
The family are living in a half of a double house which is
in fairly good condition. There are six rooms. The downstairs
rooms are fairly well furnished, clean, home-like and attract-*^
ive. The furniture is simple but adequate. There is heat and
plumbing.
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Neighborhood
The home is on a corner of a main thoroughfare between
Weat Wood's Hole and East Wood's Hole. It Is a residential
section of old houses, all in fairly good condition with yards
and trees. There Is a good deal of open land In the vicinity,
Soonomlo Situation
Since father's release from Jail he has worked regularly at
the F. R. Shipyard at a skilled trade. The family has some
back bills which they are trying to pay.
Language
The language spoken in l^e home is English.
Family RelatlonshlT)
The parents were married when the mother was only seventeen
years old. It was a forced marriage. Many problems have
arisen out of this as the mother was unprepared for marriage
and the father, as a result, has resorted to criminal perver-
sion. The mother has gone throu^ a period of shock, strain
and humiliation, but tried to adjust herself to the situation
and attempted to start life anew with the father. During the
time the father was out of the home the mother said that her
whole life was devoted to the patient as she attempted to
atone for his parent's many mistakes.
Marital Situation
The marital situation was one of continual oonfliot and
•trif« until the father became involved in his sex delinquencies
.

Since his return the marital situation has been better except
for frequent bickerings and quarrels due to the parent's
irritability.
DevelQ-nment
The patient has been very Immature and dependent upon the
mother. He wants help In working and dressing. He seems to
have no ambition. The mother tries to keep him away from the
neighboring children. The father since his return has indulged
him and protected him from any form of discipline.
The patient's next younger sibling is more aggressive than
the patient and the patient suffers by comr>arison.
Diaoiplina
The mother has had to carry all the reaponslbillty for man-
agement of the children as the father has been out of the horn*
most of the time for the last four years. The children are
not yet used to his presence in the home. He sometimes gets
irritable and "hollers" at the children and they fear him,
but he never strikes them. He thinks the mother is cruel If
she spenks the patient and sends him to his room and overrulei
her punishment. The patient has learned to look to his father
to escape his mother's authority, and will whine and cry as
long as his father is anywhere about.
Father
William, 32, was born in Boston. His parents were looked
down upon in the community. He was said to be a fretful,
fI
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oowardly child, whoa© alater fou^t all his battles for him.
He married the mother when he was twenty-two years old. He
iforked at the time in a store. Tiiere was a great deal of
friction at home and marital mlsimderstandings due to the
forced marriage and the mother* 9 laok of preparation for her
4.utl08. The father was convicted on three different sex
offenses with young girls. He was committed to the State
Hospital where he was diagnosed as a Psychopathic Personality,
Psychological Sexuality, Not Insane. He was sent to the
Bouse of Correction for six months. He is frequently
irritable although he has assumed some of the role as wage
earner.
Mary (Jody), 27, bom in Rlngkon, Massachusetts, where she
attended school through the sixth grade. She feels inadequate
,1
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because she thinks she is poorly educated. She was brought up
with very little sex education and was married at seventeen.
Her forced marriage Involved a great deal of emotional oonflicli
for her as her parents were very moralistic and did not apiDrove
sex delinquencies and disowned her. The mother says she is
fond of the father and wanted a home and children. She felt
her own attitude contributed to the total problem as she was
frigid and denied the father in tiie marital relationship. She
admits she has been incompetent in the role of wife and mother.
Mother
of the marriage. The whole
cc
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Health
The patient's health has always been good.
Sohool
The patient is repeating grade two in the Washington
Sohool in West Woods Hole. He started school in Boston^
repeated grade one in Quahoag, spent one year in grade two
at Quahoag with a teacher ^om he did not like. He felt she
discriminated against him. He is now repeating grade two.
His behavior is frequently imruly, but he is not particularly
a behavior problem.
Personality
When the patient lived in Quahoag the boys bullied and
frightened him. In his new neighborhood he has been playing
with young children^ but still he gets into quarrels and cries
and runs away. The children beat him up and find they can
tease him and make him cry. The patient will not fight back
although the mother has encouraged him to do so. He says
that he is afraid to hart the other children. Mother says
that his father was the same way and his sister fought his
battles for him.
The patient is not actively disobedient but will whine and
argue to get his own way. He is quite irritable. When he is
upset he breaks down and ories. The patient is a submissive
child. He cannot hold his own with his pla3rmates. He is very
kindly and never wishes to hurt anything. The patient is
cc
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overly generoue but Is hurt If other children are not aa
generous as he Is with them- In the home the children are
jealous of each other and strive to be the favorite and the
patient usually wilts before his more aggressive brother.
As the patient Is timid and secretive little Is known of his
inner feelings. He is very dependent upon the mother as she
has always kept him very close to her. The patient has always
been very affectionate with her and Is showing some affection
for hie father.
Upon closing the case it was felt that the general situa-
tion was improved and that the parental attitude had been
BOdifled so that the prognosis was good.
Here we see illustrated a sample case of the passive mal-
adjusted child. He is from an adequate home In an average
neighborhood with a marginal economic situation. In the
marital relatlonshlD we find a forced marriage with marital
conflict. There are two other siblings and some sibling
rivalry. The father is a neurotic, unstable individual who
because of his Immorality Is delinquent. He had an unhappy
childhood and is irritable and Incompetent in the role of
father although he Is fairly intelligent. The mother Is over-
burdened, unstable and apt^ears to be incompetent in the role
of wife and mother.
The school situation is distinguished by frequent school
change and repeating of grades. The work is of poor quality
c
although the normal Intelligence would Indicate he Is capable
of aatlsfaotory work at his age level. He dislikee school
Intensely and la at times unruly.
Xn his relationship with his parents he has been over-
indulged, overprotected and has been kept dependent, all of
which are felt to be significant factors in the development
of the passive personality. "Ehere has been conflict between
the parents over the corporal punishment inflicted by the
mother and although the patient fears discipline it is
ineffectual.
The patient's personality. Itself, is distinguished by
overdependency, submissiveness, overaffeotion, shyness^
seelusiveness, inability to defend by being easily teased,
overly generous, secretive, by crying and several other
recognisable passive personality characteristics.
It is interesting to note that after a contact of a year,
the case was closed because much of the problem had been
alleviated through the improved situation and parental
attitude. The clinic accempted to re-educate the parents as
to their responsibilities and capabilities. The clinic's
work was fruitful as is evidenced by tlie improved adjustment
of the child.

Oaae 2 - Patriola P«
Patricia waa a seven-year-old girl ^th a younger half
iibling. She has an I. 4. of 109 referred for diurnal
Family
The family is made up of the mother, patient and one-half
flbling. Oocaeionally, the father is in the house.
Home
The family live in a four-room apartment in a large apart-
ment building. The living room and bedroom have two windows
each, but the kitchen and bath have no windows. The baby has
A large orib, there is a couch on which the patient sleeps
when the stepfather is in the home; otherwise, the x>atient
ileeps with her mother. The house is furnished in good taste
and is clean. There is steam heat and the cooking is done
on an oil stove. The air Is good.
Neighborhood
Although this is a poorer part of the community there is
play space and it is considered a fairly good nei^borhood.
Scono>mio Situation
The stepparent pays the rent and « lainimm amount for food.
He works out of the community and is home only on weekends.
It is a marginal economic situation.
Language
The language spoken in the home is English.

Family Relatlonahlp
There seems to be no good family relationship at all In thla
family. Maternal grandparents vere separated. Mother went
from one to tho other of them and concealed her first marriage
from them. When she brolsie entirely from the patient's father
after learning that her marriage was illegal, she would not
demand support from him. She then married this man three
years younger than herself with tdion she is not living except
en weekends. There has evidently been a good deal of
quarreling between them. The mother said that he had to be
managed carefully, that she had recently had one serious row
with him idieri he had made uncomplimentary remarks about the
patient's paternity. She said he could not hurt her in any
other way. Mother eaid the patient liked her step-father
althou^ he is not nice to her. He is, however, extremely
proud of the boy and makes more of him the^n of the patient.
The patient feels that 3he does not belong to the family and
is distant and undemonetrative.
Marital Situation
The marital situation as can be seen is one of constant
quarreling and is moat certainly poor In the marital relation-
ship as la evidenced by the weekend visits.
Development
The patient is very observant, repeats everything that she
hears. She tries to function on an adult level. She
1
frequently aalcs her mvOuher to explain things she does not
understand. She seems to live a great deal in phantasy life.
She la ambitious to take dancing lessons. The patient is
reliable and dependp.ble.
Maelpllne
The patient hsia never had consistent dieoipllne. 3he has
coved from one home to another. While mother vias pregnant,
patient vas vitii maternal aunt t^here there are three unruly
children end she was blamed for every act. She learned to
lie defensively to escape oorporal punishmeiit* Mother has
«pan}:ed patient and at times severely.
Hother
Krs. John Oadillao (Swanaon) born ia Suffolk. Mother
aarried secretly at the age of fifteen vhile she vas still in
school. The man's nace was John I^in. She did not know that
fee had been previously married. The marriage was kept secret ,
for months. R&ln was twenty-six and was not considered a
cerloua suitor, although mother's family warned her against the
relationship. When mother became pregnant, it was necessary
to reveal the marriage. Rain then told moliier he had not been
aarried, but divorced. It was found tiiet the divorce was not
le^&l. The asternal grandfather wished to bring suit to
establish the patient's paternity, but the mother preferred to
mllov ths child to reisaln Illegitimate. As the maternal
grandparents were sepai»ated, the mother lived with the
I
maternal grandfather for two years. When he remarried she
vent to live with the caterricl granamothcr, who then asBiimed
the Car© of the patient. The mother then remarried. She
appears to be intelligent and attractive, although she has
an antagonistic manner.
Joim Cadillac, 22, tiiroe yer.rs younger than mother. He ia
tuberoular. Re works a© a gas ate.tlon attendant. He is
desoribttd as being just another child t^o is irritable, surly,
and unable to breali away from his mother with whom he Uvea
throughuut the week.
Health
Tiie patient's health has always been good.
SchooX
the patient is in grade two of the Elizabeth Street School;
Teacher, Miss Kapp. She spent two yeere In the first grade.
She reads well, understands phonics. Her general school work
is poor, she lies and does not get along T^.th other children.
dhe fought so violently at the time of school inoculations
that the doctor could not manage her. The school could not
contact the mother and feelf? thct she ie 11^t and cuperficial
and does not exert any conijrol over the patient.
fersom^lity
fhe patient is Jealous of her half-sibling. She attempts
to be the master of Ofioh situation and to control all of her

asfloolates. She Is very undemonstrative and reveals little
affection for any of her family or friends. She enjoys
annoying the children in sohool and on occasion has been
assaultive and violent. She is quarrelsome, excitable and
attempts to impose her will upon her playmates which results
in their ahxmning her. She is quite hostile, hyperactive and
aggressive in her behavior.
This case was known to the clinic for a period of two years
and intensive work was done with mother and the child. The
clinic was able to modify the mother* s feelings and give in-
sight into her rejection. With the modification of the
mother* s antagonism and irritability the father moved into
the home and much of the marital conflict subsided. As a
result of the better environmental situation, much of the
aggressive symptomatic behavior disappeared and the case was
closed with an improved environmental situation.
It is evident that this case follows the preceding case
very closely in most details although the problems seem more
severe. There are certain noticeable differences, however.
Instead of overprotection and indulgence in the second case,
rejection by both parents is found and also a serious
traumatic situation in the open discussion of the child*
a
questionable paternity. It is felt that because of the close
parallel of the cases in all other areas that perhaps these
facts may be significant. I>oe8 the child in her insecurity
1
reaot In an aggressive manner to compensate for her lack of
Mourltsr? Does the lack of parental acceptance result In the
aggressive attention seeking devices? Does the traiima of
Illegitimacy, which Is felt In the community, reveal Itself
in compensating aggressive behavior to Justify her existence?
Xt seems from the figures that these deductions might be
4ra«n.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMABY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this thesis was to determine vhat In the
social and environmental life contributes to the physical
and emotional maladjustment of sixty children studied In the
Massachusetts Division of Mental Hygiene. Further, an attempt
was made to discover essential differences In the social and
environmental backgrounds of passive and aggressive personali-
ties seen amongst the maladjusted children vho came to clinic.
The writer limited the study to the following areas of the
patient's social and environmental life: chronological age,
intelligence quotient, home, nel^borhood, eoon<»ilc situation,
family relationships, marital reljationshlps, parents, parent
substitutes, siblings, discipline, health, school and person-
ality. Also, the writer Included the problem for which the
patient was referred, the problems revealed during the clinic
contact, and an evaluation of the results of treatment.
From the statistical findings, it seems that the following
conclusions can be drawn:
1« That age and intelligence quotient seem not to enter
gignificantly into the factors contributing to the maladjust-
ment of the children in this study.
2. That although other studies have shown the effect of
poor homes, neighborhoods, and health upon children, this was
I
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not shown In this particular study. The homes and nelghboav
hoods were, for the most part, at least of adequate standards
,
and the health was not distinguished by serious illness, dlS"
ease, or aooident in a significant percentage of oases because
the niimber of cases in which instances of poor health was evi-
dent was not large.
3» That since sixty-three percent of the children came
fz*om a marginal or dependent economic level, this may be a
contributing factor in their maladjustment. The lack of
financial resources may have handicapped them in their compe-
tition with more privileged children, which in turn may have
resulted in the development of shame in the case of the pas-
sive personalities, and to a striving for prestige in the
aggressive personalities*
k» That the problems of the parents show up in the child,
as it was foimd that many of the parents in this study were
neurotic, unstable, Irritable, and had e^qperlenced unhappy
childhoods. These characteristics, along with the writer's
evaluation of the parent's ability in the parental role, re-
sulted in almost sixty-five percent of the fathers and seventy-
el^t percent of the mothers being considered incompetent.
The incompetency of the parents could be seen in the parent-
child relationships where approximately fifty percent of the
oases showed rejection and in the sixty cases, there were
forty-four instances of some form of over-protection. The
I
areas seem particularly significant In the development of the
aggressive or passive personality.
5. That the passive personality develops in the child who
Is kept dependent, over^proteoted, or Indulged. It was found
that in the passive personality types there were, in the thirty
oases studied, thirty-three Instances of some form of over-
protection; while in the aggressive personality types, there
were, in the thirty cases studied, only eleven instances of
over-protection. It might be possible to say that the child
who is over-protected to a great extent loses his ability to
cope t^ith the problems that he meets. '^Ith this inability to
meet adverse situations, he may have feelings of inadequacy
arising, and personality characteristics developing, such as
Immaturity, secluslveness, shyness, fearfulness, etc., w?^ioh
are the signs of a passive child.
6. That rejection and favoritism may be contributory
factor8 to the development of the aggressive personality.
It was found, in the thirty aggressive cases studied, that
there was rejection shown in sixty percent of the oases and
favoritism in twenty percent of the oases; while in contrast,
in the thirty passive cases studied, there was rejection ^own
In only thirty-six percent of the oases, and favoritism in
zero percent of the cases. It would seem that the child who
feels unwanted rebels and attempts In every way to seek atten-
tion. He is emotionally insecure and feels unwanted, neglected

and unloved. His symptomatic behavior Is characterized by
showlng-off, annoying behavior, lying, stealing, bullying,
and quarreling, etc,
7. That both personality types, that Is, passives and
aggresslves, seem to be affected by sibling rivalry, but In
a different way. In the fifty percent of the oases where
sibling rivalry existed. It seemed that the passive was sub-
merged beneath his sibling* s superiority and the aggressive
ohlld suffered by comparison with his sibling's better quali-
ties*
0. That psychic trauma was greater In the thirty oases
of the aggressive personalities than In the thirty cases of
the passive personalities. It was found that there were
thirteen Instances of psychic trauma In the thirty oases
classified as aggressive, and three Instances of psyohlo
trauma In the thirty cases classified as passive. Thez*efore,
It would seem that the traumatic experience Is associated with
behavior patterns of aggressive personalities.
9» That there may have been a laok of security In human
relationships. It may be Interesting to note the disturbed
home life, the lack of adequate discipline, and the hatred
which some of the children bore toward their parent or parents
It was found that. In the marital situation, sixty-two percent
of the cases showed marital conflict which Included bickering,
severe quarreling, and violence. It can be seen from Table I,

(page 16) that the oases are notable for the frequency with
whloh divorce, separation, foroed marriage, desertion, eto.,
appears. Broken homes whloh were found In forty percent of
the sixty cases may be a severe emotional factor contributing
significantly to the maladjustment of the child.
10, That the lack of good discipline may Influence the
behavior of the child. It was found that In thirty-six per-
cent of the cases there was Inconsistent discipline, and In
sixty-five percent of the cases there was Ineffectual disci-
pline. This Inconsistent and Ineffectual discipline was
rigid, severe, and distinguished by corporal punishment and
beatings. In elg^t cases, as a result of family-child and
parent-child relationships, the child v&b foxmd expressing
hatred for the parent or parents.
11 • That the school aay be a fairly accurate measure of
the child's emotional adjustment as can be seen from the
elxty-elght percent of oases whloh showed poor school work
auad the fifty-five percent of the cases that expressed a
dislike for school . It may be that the child carries his
home training and adjustment to the school and, If the home
preparation Is poor, the school work and adjustment too are
poor*
12. Finally, that the clinics are valuable In the treat-
ment of the maladjusted child. It was found that In seventy-

$0
fight peroint of the oases » in the oXpeing notes and treatment
Bummaries, Improvement was noted in the patient himself or la
the area contributing to the maladjustment.
Approved
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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70-80
80-90
other
seq inj
pi^.cond
ief,dis
norm preg epilep
j" "dely^alw.gd
other
I
other
over
1 ;abc,e.t.b. L-hand
2 ! incoord ambi-dex
3^psy-som. L.Conv.R
TRAUIvlAS
chg home
kshd "
U jser.acc
5lhd.inj
6 1 ser . oper sep . fr . fan
sequ
now gd
9 1 other
•8f-
Col.22 Col. 23 Col.2A
HEALTH sen. REC SCH.REC
ear def other other j 12
eye defe'i nev in sc exclude4 11
speech " N S,kind defiant
sch excel
" aver
M poor
ret 1 yr
2 "
3 "
loss
sex'
other
unruly
^fraid tes,
'iea pr at^^
I
disl sch
I
indif " I
enj oys
deajth spec cl fq.ch.scft
read ' g di s ambTt [
gr,ab,age rnr.pro^-,
0;. •
n
(TREATMENT) (2)
(oontlnuad)
Col. 25
PERS.AG
Name No.
12 jeal
ilQ hd boiled
10
1
2
no att
Col. 26 I Col. 27
I
Col. 28
PERS. UNAS [PERS. NOR pROB.REP
pities sf
I
content fth suckg
sens 've jnot ezy htj nl btg
over-attj affect j fd cap
Col. 29
PROB.REV
neg'tv depend
domineerlsubmis 'v
showoff lak conf
independ
balanced
confid't
sophis 'dl iiranaturei matiore
lik anncr| ezy teaai compatbl
assault leant defnd defends
shunned junable mic gd adj [mast'bn
promin
91bold,rude
seclus 'v
shy-
sleep
enuresis
soiling
temp-tan
j
sex play
j
" serial^
greg'ous '
iinself cori
12
11
10
1
2
3
7
Col. 33
i
Col.3A
I
Col. 35 •
hostile
j
servile obedient
hyp-act japathetic] energetic
destr 'v !over-cons! careful
steal
lie
Col. 36
12
11
10
j
5
6
7
8
9
Col, 37
fire-se.t 12
retard 'A 11
sch.behaT^ 10
quarl'snl fearful i peacebl
cruel ; ov-symp
{
kind
selfish; ov-genr'fe shares
imp,wil]|ezy lead
irrit lories
excitbl 'moody
leader ifollower i mixed
stubborri too yieli tractbl
paranoid ov-guilt
|
other
^
sch adj
nn readij'
truant
learns sp defct
gd naturd soc.adj
disc 'pin
adoption
cont.poli
other i
even
l!
2''
3i
I
i
8;
9;
Col. 30
MOS . KN
over 30
20-(Bel.]
10
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
Col. 38
VIS, SCH
none
10
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
Col. 31
VIS. CLIN,
over 30
20
10
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
Col. 39
Col. 32
[VIS. HO
other
none
10
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
Col./i.O
i
TREAT PYT iTREAT.SC'
I fa, & pt, ref.plalc
I
mo, & pt,
'both & pt,
.pl
" aid
" fam
12
11
10
1
2
3
A
5
6
7
8
9
12
11
gylO
pl.inst
"bd scH
therapy wo
ipt.chfly
! intens 'v
. instrue 'v
i
[marr rein
j
sib.relatri
i pt,inacce£i
I
I
Ipt.coop lenses
pars,coopy::^creat 'n 8i
other other 9;
s med Gsjft A
"
"fdra 5
" trdat 6
12
11
10
1
2
i
Col,a ' Col. 42
;
Col, 43 ; Col.4A
j
pHIEF FACT ASSOC F^CT
violent i depressed! other i
malic 'ous worriedlpers.pt
;
blames ' defens Hfe trauma :
no guilt ply yr c
vengeful
disobed : other
lAGY CONT
1
2
3
iin econ sit
I Q,sch
•
health I
Col. 45
i I
RESULTS I I
12 1 unknown' - limited contact
^
11' unimproved - irremediable ^ituaticjn
10 j " . j unable to attend
i
pr,compan
obscene I
bullies
;
other over 3 L ^
i
par ,rejeci|n
'
" repressn
;
" neglectt
\
" irdulg \ ce
" confliit
li
21
3';
iftiproved
ti
i
71
3.1
SSI REGjrS'N
none
|
1-5 1
over 5
. :
rii^action of ireatme4t
satisfactory i
patient's attitude
S3nnpt(i)matically i
situation !
parenial attitucje

AFPENOTX B
DW, OF MENTAL HYGIENE
DEPT. OF MENTAL DISEASES - MASSACHUSETTS
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